We translate

as if
lives depend on us.

®

Clients always ask,

“What makes you different
than other translation
companies?”
What sets GLTaC apart is
our documented low error
rates and reliable delivery
of complex translations
that are technically
accurate and compliant
with industry regulations.

We go beyond translation in most cases to provide
regulatory information to the chemical industry, identify
conflicts in published regulations and correct errors in
source documents. Our goal is to achieve Six Sigma
quality with our translation work while keeping the cost
reasonable for our clients.
We apply the same rigorous quality control methods
to Safety Data Sheets (SDS), vehicle manuals, training
material and other documents in every industry
we serve. We strive for a level of excellence that
immediately differentiates us from other translation
companies, which is why we are growing rapidly
through client referrals.

“I was very pleased with the service and
timeliness of my request. A partner company
put me in touch and I worked with your project
management team from that point. They were very
helpful, answered my questions and were prompt
with delivery. I am grateful to be in touch with
your business and to know that we can turn to
GLTaC in the future for translation needs.”

ERICA SPEIGHT

REGULATORY AFFAIRS MANAGER
COMAX FLAVORS

“Please be assured that I am well pleased
with the services provided by the folks at
GLTaC.They have gone above and beyond for
me on more than one occasion. Their efforts
are truly appreciated.”

JOHN CARTER

SENIOR INFORMATION SPECIALIST
INVISTA S.â r.l.

“I am very satisfied with GLTaC
services. The customer service is
outstanding.Theprojectmanagement
team does an excellent job of taking
care of my needs.”

DEBBIE BUSCHMAN

REFERENCE SERVICES SPECIALIST
LAC GROUP

Human, Machine or In-Between
GLTaC provides more options for your
translation work and will provide guidance
on which approach is most suitable for the
material in question. Human Translation
(HT) is the ONLY option for the most
critical work we do in Life Sciences,
Military or EHS documents.

The Human Touch
GLTaC’s HT service offers you:
• Near Six Sigma quality
• Identification of technical inaccuracies in source
documents
• Screened and validated technical and EH&S
professionals for translators
• Project managers knowledgeable in GHS, REACH,
CLP and Hazard Communication
• Most trusted source for SDS translations
• Checklist-driven, multi-level, human and automated
reviews that exceed industry standards

Fast and Faithful
GLTaC’s MT service offers you:
• Quick turnaround
• Higher degree of accuracy than free online
machine translations
• Conversion of image-only files
• Options for enhancing accuracy
• Option to have portions done by Human Translation

The Combination of HT and MT
By combining the best qualities of machine and
human post-editing, MAT offers you:
• Quick turnaround
• Higher degree of accuracy than machine-only
translations
• Translation of charts, tables and graphs
• Familiarity with your glossary
• Conversion of image-only files
• Option to have portions done by Human Translation

Human Translation (HT)
Our HT service stands out through our level of attention
to detail, responsiveness and ability to consistently exceed
expectations. Documented error rates are far below client
requirements and per our ISO 9001:2015 Certification, we are
continually improving our processes to reduce the error rates
further.
Our focus is on excellence, so we use only the most
stringently screened professionals in their fields to
do our translations. Their technical knowledge must
be absolute as demonstrated in a rigorous evaluation
developed by one of our most demanding clients.
GLTaC can also review SDSs and phrase libraries for
quality including:
• Correct translation
• Current regulatory reference and compliance
• Technical accuracy
• Readability

Machine Translation (MT)
You need a basic understanding of the material, but with a more
reliable translation than free online resources might give you.
And you need it in a hurry. GLTaC’s MT service will give you the
substance of the material — quickly and inexpensively.
Unlike online machine-translation sources, we can offer
you options to enhance the quality of your translation.
And we regularly update our glossaries, so your
accuracy increases the more often you use the service.

Machine Aided Translation (MAT)
GLTaC’s MAT service is the best of both worlds. It offers the
speed and lower cost of machine translation for most of the
document. But it offers the substantive content of charts, tables
and graphs and allows you to customize the level of human
translation necessary to enhance readability and ensure proper
interpretation of technical details.
It’s an excellent tool for patent screening and research
— allowing you to do as much as three times the
research for the same translation investment. Our
regular glossary updates mean your accuracy increases
as you use the service.
MAT supports translation from most common
document formats.

Lives depend on our translations ®
In our increasingly global economy, communicating in
other languages has become an important element in
business. We earned our reputation as the leader in the
health and safety field by providing accurate, compliant
translations sourced to the correct regulations worldwide.
We are the only company whose translations appear in
over 1,000,000 SDS each year.
We were founded as a company dedicated to accurate
translation of health and safety information and other
sensitive technical material. We have always understood
that business success often rides on the quality of our
work — and so do people’s lives. The combination of
accuracy of language, understanding of technical details
and careful quality control has always been a hallmark of
our operation.
Our dedication to quality control is illustrated by our ISO
9001:2015 registration in 2017.
When lives depend on translations, many of the world’s
leaders depend on us. You should, too. Contact us so we
can get started.

+1.877.688.7267

®

info@gltac.com
gltac.com
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